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Pro-Ject MaiA DS Integrated Amplifier
Pros:

The closest I could find to a Swiss Army
knife in terms of connectivity and functionality.

Sound is considerably better than you
would expect from a diminutive little
box.

Price.

Remote control

Power supply can be upgraded

I was stunned at just how good this little amplifier sounded.
Delicious treble performance which was clean and vibrant, the
sound of struck cymbals were as realistic as anyone could wish
for, with a defined metallic “ting” and the following decay all
clearly rendered. Mid tones were slightly on the lean side giving a
slightly cool balance to the sound. When it came to the bottom
octaves, the extra power of DS version certainly added weight
and body in the bass regions, which is where the MaiA’s
weakness lay, although the MaiA and the DS variant obviously
share the same DNA, the DS version sounds like it has a lot more
headroom with power in reserve to cope with heavy bass and fast
transients. I found it a very entertaining listen and happy to say that I was never
affronted by what I was hearing, or never once thinking to myself “Wish there was more
bass, better mids, clearer treble, etc” because it simply wasn’t the case.

Conclusion:
Whereas the original MaiA amplifier was fine for smaller rooms like a study or a
bedroom, the extra power available from the DS version means it will provide
more than sufficient output to fill a medium sized room from a good solid 50
watts per channel of clean sound, three line level analogue inputs, a switchable
moving magnet or moving coil phono input, remote control, a headphone output
too, no less than three digital inputs, the unique remote control facility and a
Bluetooth connection as well, adds up to a versatile and highly flexible heart to
any hifi music reproduction, computer, or two channel A/V system. With a
genuine level of swiss army knife versatility that these Pro-ject MaiA amplifiers
possess, the savings from not buying separate DACs and high sensitivity phono
stages alone makes them a total steal at their asking prices.
The MaiA DS will happily integrate into budget systems, middle ranking systems
and not entirely out of place or embarrassed when rubbing shoulders with the
esoteric either, so I will say nothing more other than a wholehearted endorsement from me.

Original review see:
http://hifipig.com/pro-ject-maia-ds-integrated-amplifier/
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